MEMORANDUM FOR HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

FROM: Kiran A. Ahuja
Director

Subject: Guidance on Enforcing Coronavirus Disease 2019 Vaccination Requirement for Federal Employees – Executive Order 14043

On September 9, 2021, President Biden signed Executive Order (EO) 14043, titled, “Requiring Coronavirus Disease 2019 Vaccination for Federal Employees.” As stated in Section 1 of the EO, the President has determined that in order to promote the health and safety of the workforce and the efficiency of the civil service, it is necessary for all agencies to require COVID–19 vaccination for Federal employees covered by EO 14043, subject only to such exceptions as required by law.

As directed in the EO, the Safer Federal Workforce Task Force, established by EO 13991 (January 20, 2021) (“Task Force”), has issued guidance to assist agencies with implementing the vaccination requirement. That guidance specifies that agencies should require all of their employees, with exceptions only as required by law, to be fully vaccinated by November 22, 2021.

People are considered fully vaccinated two weeks after their second shot in a two-dose series, or two weeks after a single-shot series. In order to have covered Federal employees vaccinated by November 22, 2021, agencies should inform employees of the following scheduling considerations, based on the type of vaccine they obtain:

- For Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, individuals should get their second shot 3 weeks (or 21 days) after the first. This means that in order for Federal employees to meet a November 22 deadline, they should receive their first vaccination no later than October 18, and their second dose no later than November 8.

- For Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, individuals should get their second shot 4 weeks (or 28 days) after their first. This means that in order for Federal employees to meet a November 22 deadline, they should receive their first vaccination dose no later than October 11, and their second dose no later than November 8.

- Because the Johnson & Johnson/Janssen vaccine only has one shot, Federal employees must get that dose by November 8, in order to meet a November 22, 2021 deadline to be fully vaccinated.

Of course, it is advisable not to leave vaccinations to the last possible date, as other events often interfere with even well-laid plans.

Employees who refuse to be vaccinated or provide proof of vaccination are subject to disciplinary measures, up to and including removal or termination from Federal service.
only exception is for individuals who receive a legally required exception pursuant to established agency processes.

Given this timeline, agencies may initiate the enforcement process as soon as November 9, 2021, for employees who have not completed their vaccination dose(s) by November 8. The attached provides additional guidance for Federal agencies and employees on the recommended approach agencies should take regarding enforcement of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 vaccination requirement. Agencies should consult with agency human resources offices and legal counsel to determine application of agency disciplinary policies and collective bargaining agreement requirements on disciplinary matters.

**Additional Information**

Agency headquarters-level human resources offices may contact OPM at employeeaccounability@opm.gov with additional questions. Agency field offices should contact their appropriate headquarters-level agency human resources offices. Guidance from the Task Force is available at: https://www.saferfederalworkforce.gov/overview/

cc:       Chief Human Capital Officers (CHCOs)
          Deputy CHCOs
          Human Resources Directors

Attachment – Enforcement Guidance (see 508-conformant PDF below)